Moray Road, Finsbury Park, Islington, N4

Asking Price: £485,000
Leasehold

Moray Road, Finsbury Park, Islington, N4
Located on a quiet residential turning in one of Islington's fastest changing
area's moments from Finsbury Park Station (Victoria & Piccadilly Line) and
the amenities of Stroud Green Road, is this two bedroom period conversion
with private garden in need of modernisation.
Occupying the entire ground floor of this charming Victorian conversion,
this light and airy property offers flexible living space comprising of semiopen plan kitchen / reception room which leads directly out onto the patio
and garden area, three piece bathroom suite double bedroom to front
aspect and further well - proportioned second bedroom to the rear
overlooking the garden area.
The property would benefit from full
modernisation but offers the opportunity to create your tailored space with
potential to extend to the rear (SUBJECT TO LOCAL PLANNING
PERMISSION).
Moray Road is situated in a popular part of North London and close to a
range of recreational facilities close by including the 110 acres of green
open space at Finsbury Park, leisure centres, Park Theatre and Rowans Ten
Pin Bowling. Nearby Stroud Green Road offers a range of amenities
including supermarkets, eateries, independent coffee shops, wine bars and
bakeries. In addition the new City North Landmark development adjacent to
Finsbury Park Station will see residents benefit from a new cinema, shops,
fitness centre and supermarket.
The Victoria Line and Piccadilly Line are easily accessed at Finsbury Park
Station being just 9 minutes’ walk (Google), with Arsenal Underground
Station and Crouch Hill Overground Station also within easy reach. Bus
routes, some running 24hr services include 259, 91, 210, 4, 43, 254, 543,
W7, W3 and 393.

Two Bedroom Victorian
Conversion
Private Rear Garden
Semi-Open Plan Kitchen /
Reception
Close To Finsbury Park
Station

Moments From The
Amenities Of Stroud Green
Road
Approximately 537 SQFT
Of Internal Living Space
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Disclaimer
Every attempt has been made to ensure accuracy, however these property particulars are approximate and for illustrative purposes only. They have been prepared in good faith and they are not
intended to constitute part of an offer of contract. We have not carried out a structural survey and the services, appliances and specific fittings have not been tested. All photographs, measurements,
floor plans and distances referred to are given as a guide only and should not be relied upon for the purchase of any fixture or fittings. Lease details, service charges and ground rent (where
applicable) are given as a guide only and should be checked prior to agreeing a sale.

